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Chemistry, Memory and Personality in "A Christmas Carol"
and 〟The Haunted Man乃

AkemiYoshida (吉田

朱美)

Introduction

Dickens is often associated with simplified forms of popular Christianity, and it is often assumed
that his view of the supematural conforms to simple pattems of traditional and folk beliefs･ But

Dickens was a much more complicated thinker than this would suggest, and much more
ambivalent about modem science than his pedagoglC and popularising accounts of Christianity

might make him seem. I should like to consider here his view of the supematural and its relation
to the science of his age from his "Christmas Books," "A Christmas Carol"(1843) and "The

Haunted Man" (1848). In both stories, the central characters are men of reason･ Intheformer,

Scrooge is a uutilitarian businessmannl and in the latter, Redlaw is an able chemist･And these
men, who apparently seem to have little to do with supematural beings, nevertheless encounter

"ghosts", "spirits", and "phantoms･" Both Scrooge and Redlaw experience some transformation

of the self through regalnlng the memories of the past once lost. The frameworks are similar: "A
protagonist who is mistaken or displays false values is forced, through a series of extraordinary
events, to see his errors･H2 These works would seem then to show representative confrontations
of the world of science or reason, and that of the supernatural･

Harriet Stone, though admittingthe "sophisticated fusion of realism, psychology, and
allegoryn3 in uThe Haunted Mann, still classifies these stories essentially as ufairy talesn: alndeed
the Christmas books are fairy tales litalics original】."4

she defines the "three spirits or ghosts

(Dickens uses the terms interchangeably) in "A Christmas Carol" as "allegorical figures as well
as supernatural agents･n5 However, arethese figures really intended to be only uallegoriCaln and
"supematural"? The followlng Passage in "A Christmas Carol" seems to imply they are not
necessarily "supematural", though they are certainly like supematuralcreatures: "It was a
remarkable quality of the Ghost (which Scrooge had observed at the baker'S), that

notwithstanding his glgantic size, he could accommodate himself to any place with ease; andthat

he stood beneath a low roof quite as gracefully and Like a supernatural creature, as it was
possible he could have done in any lofty hall 【italics mine].6 "

The choice of people who encounter these figures seems to glVe the impression thatthese

spirits orghosts might not be justallegorical creatures living only in a fairyland, but some natural
phenomenon which may occur even to people leading typically modern, Or intellectual lives such

as businessmen or chemists･ We must take into consideration changing ideas of phantoms and

ghosts of mid‑Victorian days, before making a judgement if they should be regarded simply as
supematuralcreatures. They may have been closer to the ordinary lives of Victorians than we
might consider today.

Dickens is known to have been familiar with the latest developments of psychology and
chemistry of his days･ In his essay uNew Discoveries in Ghosts,n written several years after the
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christrnaS books, he explores two rationalexplanations of the phenomenon of apparition of
ghos臨･ The ht type of apparition is subjective ‑illusion" which renects the state of the viewer's

side:

I do believe in ghosts ‑ or, rather, spectres ‑ Only I do not believe them to be supematural･

That,incertain states of the body, many of us in our waking hours picture as vividly as
we habitually do in dreams, and seem to see or hear in fair reality that which is in our minds,

is an old fact, and requlreS nO COnfirmation･ ･ ･ I

concemlng my OWn experience, Which comes under the class of naturalghost‑seeing
above mentioned, I may mention in good faith that, if such phantoms are worth recalling, I

could fill up an hour withthe narration of those spectralsights and sounds which were most
prominent among the illusions of my childhood･ Sight and sounds were equally distinct and
lifelike.7

He talks of the type of apparition, which has been objectively proved by scientists, which is

called "the manifestations of Odyle･"S "Odyle is generated among other things by heat･ and by
chemical action･ It is generated, therefore, in the decomposition of the human body･乃9 Dickens

concludes the essay'"in addition to the well‑known explanations of phenomena, which produce

some among the many stories of ghosts and of mysterious forebodings･ new explanations are at
hand which will reduce into a natural and credible position many other tales by which we have
till recently been puzzled･nto

From this exploration into the purely material explanation of ghostly apparitions･ it can be

presumed that ghosb were not necessarily analien existence to chemists or rationalintellectuals･

And it can be also surmised that it was naturalfor Dickens to employ ghosts in a realistic
framework, as long asthey are not usupernatural･"

Near the end of "The Haunted Man", the narrator says, "Some people have said since･ that

he only thought what has been herein set down; others･ that he read it in the fhe, one winter night
about the twilighttime; others, thatthe Ghost was but the representation of his own gloomy
thoughts, and Milly the embodiment of his betterwisdom･ Isay nothing litauc original]" (472)･ lt

seems Dickens wanted to leave the work open for various interpretations, fromthe allegoriCalto
the rational. Several years before the publication of "The Haunted Mann, Arthur Ladbroke Wigan
had written about the "duality of the mind," which often "takes the form of a colloquy between
the diseased mind andthe healthy one･",I The scenes of conversations between Redlaw and the
"phantom" reflect this topic of the day･

In this essay, I will try to examine howthese Christmas stories renect contemporary
scientific ideas, then, especially about the relation between personality andthe memory retained
by a person･ These stories can be read as fairy tales･ of course, but they were, in addition, glVen
some power of plausibility, which could make the contemporary reader feel that they might have
happened in the real world･

Ⅰ以A Christmas Carol"

AsDeborah A. Thomas points out, "A Christmas Carol" begins with indisputable facts about
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Marley's death in a manner uin keeping with Scrooge's unregenerate, fact‑bound personality"12:

"MARLEY was dead, to begin with. There is no doubt whatever about that･"(5)
Marley has been Scrooge's business partner, andthey have frequently been confused or
identified with each other.

Scrooge never painted out Old Marley's name･ There it stood, years afterwards, above the
warehouse door; Scrooge and Marley･ The firm was known as Scrooge and Marley.
Sometimes, people new to the business called Scrooge Scrooge, and sometimes Marley, but
he answered to bothnames. It was all the same to him. (6)
If a name is something to define a person's identity, Or to distinguish one person from another,

Scrooge and Marley curiously share one identity, Or two identities interchangeably･ Moreover,
"they had been two kindred spirits."(ll) Therefore, it is naturalthat Marley is to become the

guide to Scrooge'Sforgotten self, and it is little wonder that some residue of Marley's
consciousness still haunts血e warehouse which retains his name (̀̀I have sat invisible beside you

many a day,"中e says to Scrooge ‑

22)･

Scrooge's cold personality is reflected in his low body temperature: "He carried his own low

temperature always about with him; he iced his office inthe dog‑days･"(6)Ascan be observed in
such cases as the experiments on ghosts and "Odyle" in the graveyard, which I cited in my

introduction,there seems to be a materialistic view of human beings, which regards the human
body as a chemical compound, which can sometimes break up by ̀̀spontaneous

combustion"(45). The human body is incessantly interacting with the outer world, andthus
making an organic unity with its environment･ "Scrooge took his melancholy dinner in his usual

melancholy tavem."(14). In "The Haunted Man",there can be seen a much closer relationship
between the Chemist and his surroundings.

The first wonderful apparition takes place when Scrooge, "having his key in the door, saw
in the knocker, Without its undergolng any intermediate process of change ‑ not a knocker, but

Marley's face･"(14) Stone comments: "Given auniverse so magical and responsive, we are
hardly surprised when Scrooge momentarily sees Marley's face glowlng faintly in his door･n13
But we must notethat severalyears before writing "A Christmas Carol", Dickens had developed

his own theory about Nthe physiognomy of street ‑ door knockers,nthat ubetweenthe man and
his knocker, there will inevitably be a greater or less degree of resemblance and sympathy",
which is related to uthe magnetism which must exist between a man and his knocker･州If he

really meant more than just a hyperbole about the reflection of the owner's taste in doorknockers
(he may, of course, have been playing with the popular notions of physiognomy), then the world

does not need to be so "magical" to contain Marley's apparition. Since Scrooge and Marley have
beenalmost one ionic compound, the one's presence calls for the other, as the proximity of the
positiv￠ ion calls fわr the negative ion to meet the partner, Or as the N pole attracts the S pole by

"magnetism."

Marley'Sghost, who makes his appearance fully forthe second time, asks Scrooge, who
remains doubtful: uWhat evidence would you have of my reality beyond that of your senses?"
(18) This is an acute question, as we cannot but rely on our senses to grasp the reality

surrounding us, even if we are well aware of theirunreliability of them. Severalyears after the

publication of "A Christmas Carol", G. H･Lewes wrote about "subjective sensations":
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that is to say, we see objects very vividly, where no such objects exist; we hearthe sounds
of many kinds, where none of their extemalcauses exist; we taste navours in an empty

mouth; we smell odours, where no volatile substance is present; and we feel prickings or
palnS in limbs which have been amputated･ These are actual, not imaginary, SenSations･
They are indistinguishable from the sensations caused by actual contact of the objects with
our organs. 【italics original】 15

The Ghost's question is open to the reader as well as to Scrooge as to the interpretation of the

succeeding events. Scrooge answers, "Because... a little affects them. A slight disorder of the
stomach makesthem cheats"(19), which also reflects contemporary ideas about nightmares,

which were said to be caused by "particular kinds offood, which pretty constantly lead to the
same result li･e･, to suffer from nightmares], such as cheese, cucumbers, almonds, and whatever

is hard to be digested･HL6

The Ghost is weanng a chain forged in life, a similar one to that which he says Scrooge is

forging･ This chain seems to bethe totality of one's past sin, the sin of neglecting the duty of
̀̀charity, mercy, forbearance, and benevolence, "b･22) which would not be written off even after
one's death.

Associationists had proposed that uall thoughts are in themselves imperishable･nu In uThe

Haunted Man", Dickens links this with the law of conservation of mass (discovered by Lavoisier

in 1778) in chemistry･ Near the end, Redlaw says, "In the materialworld, as I have long taught,
nothing can be spared; no step or atom in the wondrous structure could be lost, without a blank

being made inthe great universe･ I know, now, that it isthe same with good and evil, happiness

and sorrow, inthe memories of men･" (443) When one dies, the body is decomposed chemically,
but no element is really lost･ And if the totality of memory, or consciousness, would not be lost,
either, what happens? "The air was filled with phantoms" (23) as a result.

As announced by Marley'Sghost, Scrooge is to be visited by three "Spirits" successively.
The first one introduces itself as "the Ghost of the Christmas Past"(28), and when asked by

Scrooge, "Long Past?" itanswers, "No. Your past." It might, well then, have emerged out of
some unconscious part of Scrooge's brain. Its mission is to show "shadows of the things that

have beenn to Scrooge, andthus to remind him of the scenes from his past life, the boyhood he
spent as "a solitary child, neglected by his friends･"(31) This may be understood as an example

of "unconscious cerebration," in which it was said that "afree and a constant traffic ever camied
onH between Hour unconscious and our conscious existence･n uTrains of thought are continuously

passlng tO and fro, from the light into the dark, and back from the dark into the light," according
to Eneas Sweetland Dallas･L8 This revelation of Scrooge may be compared with the dream
experience of Dickens, who "began to recognize the retrospective nature of dreams," by which,
Catherine Bemard tells us, uAt last Dickens had no choice but to confront his past arLd to disclose
some long‑buried memories･日. While some of Dickens'contemporaries acknowledged that

dreams could recall childhood scenes,they failed to recognize, aS Dickens did, the volatile,
emotionally sensitive nature of these memories･''19 Dickens is known to have had a feeling that
"his own parents had rejected and abandoned him," which is supposed to be "the most shaping

emotion in his life･n20 To write down the process of the revelation to Scrooge might have been at

the same time the process of bringing Dickens's own memories anew into consciousness, thus
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articulating them into language･

Dallas's expression, "from the light into the dark･ and back from the dark into the light,"
seems worth noting, because it corresponds to Dickens's terminology abotltthe way the
unconscious memory is brought into consciousness･ The Ghost of the Christmas Past shines the

"shadows of the past " with "the light upon its head･"(37) With the revivalof "the memory of
what is past"(40), Scrooge regains his former human feeling: "His heart and soul were in the

scene, and with his former self･"And he begins to speak "unconsciously like his former, not his
latter, self･" (37) This is linked to the main motif of "The Haunted Man", that all the human
feelings are stored in association withmemories.
Dickens is reported to have Hquestionedthe belief that dreams could be controlled by the

dreamer"2'and accordingly, Scrooge must gothroughscenes which are beyond his control.
Scrooge, unable to stand the scene of parting with his lover, Cries to the Ghost, uWhy do you

delight to torture me?" (40) but the Ghost says, "I told you these were shadows of the things that
have been," "That they are what they are, do not blame me!" with"a face, In Which in some
strange way there were fragments of all the faces it had shown him."(42) Therefore, it may be
that the Ghost and the shadows come out of Scrooge himself, out of hisunconscious self･ If so,

this may show Dickens's belief in the possible existence of a self‑moralizing function, or the
ongln Of morality, within a human being, which can correct one's behaviouralpattern even

without some motivation from outside. By the timethe next visitor, "the Ghost of the Christmas

Present," Comes to "shed its light on Scrooge," he has gone through certain transformations of
his personality: "He was not the dogged Scrooge he had been･"(46) In his associationist writing,
John Abercrombie explains about the "associations" which recur spontaneously" and which are

influenced "by previous mentalhabits, pursuits, or subjects of reflection." And further, "This

habit of attention and association ought therefore to be carefully cultivated."22 scrooge is now

golng throughthis process of cultivating his mentalhabits.
The Ghost of the Christmas Present shows how the poorpeople around Scrooge, including

the family of Bob Cratchit, his employee, with his invalid son, Tiny Tim, are struggling withlife,
in pursuit of trivialhapplneSS･ On hearing that "If these shadows remain unaltered by the Future,
the child will die," Scrooge cries out, "No, no," "Oh, no, kind Spirit! Say he will be spared, " but
the Ghost answers, "If he be like to die, he had better do it, and decrease the surplus population･"

This Malthusian expression of the Ghost uses exactly the same words as Scrooge has said to the
gentlemen who have come to collect money for charitable ptlrPOSeS, While Scrooge has been still

a "utilitarian businessman" before meetingthe Ghosts. "Scrooge hung his head to hear his own
words quoted by the spirit, and was overcome with penitence and grief."(55) He feels ashamed to
hear the echo of his previous thought, because of the change in his feeling, which has been

brought about by recent mentalexperiencesI The vivid images tell Scrooge that there arethings
that cannot be simply rounded down by abstract theoriesI And the capacity of imagination is

cultivated bythe totality of one's experience. Therefore, the mission of literature may bethe

cultivation of people's imagination by supplying it with literary experiences, even if they are not
directly experienced in the real world.

Similarly, the Ghost shows Scrooge a palr Of a boy and girl, who function as vivid

illustrations of "Ignorance" and "Want･" "No change, no degradation, no perversion of humanity,

in any grade, throughall the mysteries of wonderful creation, has tnonsters half so horrible and
dread."(67) Scrooge cries, "Have they no refuse or resource?" only to hear againthe echo of his
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previous remarks from the Ghost: uAre there no prisons?n uAre there no work‑houses?n There

appears a childalso called "monster" in "The Haunted Man", and these representations of
inhuman children show Dickens'S preoccupation about the condition in which children have to
grOWuPI

Unlikethe Ghosts of the Christmas Past and Present full of lights, "the Ghost of the
christmas Yet to Come" is "shrouded in a deep black garment" and "it would have been difficult

to detach its figure from the night, and separate it from the darkness by which it was
surrounded." (69) It may be becausethe faculty offoreseeing the future was thought to belong to

the unconscious part, which was said to endow dreams with "a degree of intelligence, of insight
into things, vastly superior to that of waking cogmition･n23 The Ghost only points inthis direction

("pointed onward with its hand" ‑ 68), but it does notgives a clear answer to the calling of the
consciousness; "It gave him no reply."(69)

According to Edmund Burke, darkness and blackness are the components of the feeling of

the sublime.24 ThoughDickens is thought to have been doubtful aboutthe "Victorian belief in
the moralcharacter of dreams,n25 he certainly has employed the prevalent notions of dreams of
his days to represent the sublime part of human consciousness, more nysteriousthan the
supematural ･

Nearly thirty years afterthe publication of "A Christmas Carol", Francis Power Cobbe has
written about ̀̀the myth‑making power of the humanmind, 〟 which uexists in every one of us叩26,

and from whichthese Ghosts of Christmas, the other selves of Dickens, must have appeared･

II MThe Haunted Man71
The haunted man in the title, Redlaw, is a "learned man in chemistry," whose dwelling is "so

solitary and vault‑like." As in "A Christmas Carol", the correspondence, or the organic unity, of

the person's character and his environment is emphasized: "Whomight not, by a very easy flight
of a fancy, have believedthat everything about him took this haunted tone, and that he lived on
haunted ground?''(374)

Inthese solitary surroundings, when Mr. and Mrs･ William, who have come to serve him
dinner, quit and he is left alone, not having any other person but himself, the Chemist is visited

by "the Ghost," who is "the Something that had passed and gonealready," or "the animated

image of himself dead." It says, "Leok upon me!", "I am he, neglected in my youth, and
miserably poor, who strove and suffered... " and Redlaw retums, "I am that man." The Ghost, or
the Phantom, is Redlaw's own self who bears his memories of the past he wants to erase and

forget, and separate from himself as a third‑person, "that man". Four years before the publication
of "The Haunted Man", A血ur LAdbroke Wigan wrote about the "duality of themind," by which

"each cerebrum is capable of a distinct and separate volition," which "are very often opposlng

volitions," and such "double process" as "a colloquy betweenthe diseasedmind and the healthy
onen27 can be observed. Moreover, Dickens seems to have heralded twentieth‑centurytheories
about multiple personality, according to which, Heach altern was acreated to cope with some
appalling incidentf'and "alters themselves come to look more like a way to act out fantasies."28

Just as the Ghost of the Christmas Past in "A Christmas Carol" does to Scrooge, this Ghost

forcibly reminds Redlaw of a past he feels too painful to remember, of his childhood spent
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Without the benefit of parental love, and uRedlaw's unhappy memories of his now deceased

sister's betrayal in love by Redlaw's own best friend ‑ who lhas] then mamied the sweetheart

whom Redlaw had hoped to wed after hisrisefrom poverty.nAll this appears to be uveiled
allusions to Dickens's own early difficulties･nW Therefore･ the representation of the Phantom may
be based on Dickens's own psychologicalexperiences, such as "his own dreams" which "derived
from two of the deepest experiences of his life ‑ one that he could not confront and one that he
could not resolve.n30

Though it must be some part of Redlaw himself who brings The Ghost, or the suppressed

memory, into consciousness ("I come as I am called," says the Ghost), he denies it ("No.

Unbidden,'exclaimed the Chemist･" ‑ 390)I While he cannot help recollecting it again and
again, he wants to forget it ("Let me forget it,'Said the Chemist, with an angry motion of his

hand, 'Let me blot it from my memory!'‑ p392) Thus, the ambivalence, or the conflict in him
goes on constructing the duality of his mind･ It may remind the reader of the incessant speech in

Samuel Beckett's play, "Not I," in which "MOUTH" goes on repeating the lifestory of "she", a
forsaken girl of Hparents unknown,n3L while obstinately refusing to identify herself with ashe"
narrated in the story, seemingly responding to another voice which only MOUTH can hear, but
cannot be heard by the audience: 〟 ･･ ･what?･･ who?･･no!･･she!･･SHE!･･乃32

Unable to understand the existence of happy people who have succeeded in accepting their

lives as they are (he cannot believe Philip, eighty‑seven years old, can be "merry and happy" and
"remember well" at the same time, and suspects, "Is his memory impaired with ager I 382),
Redlaw becomes possessed with the idea that "memory lS my Curse; and, if I could forget my
sorrow and my wrong, I would!"(393) Therefore, he gladly takes from the Ghost the offer of "the

power to cancel their remembrance lof "the sorrow, wrong, and trouble"]", which can be diffused

to "all whom you approach･"(394‑ 396) He believes that diffusing this power is togive
happiness to everyone, to "be a benefactor of mankind."(416) The way Redlaw is called often in

the narrative, "the Chemist" With a capital"C", seems to represent the science of the day as a

whole, which was radically rephcing religion, and taking the position occupied heretofore by
〃Christ.〟

The power brings about a negative side‑effect, which the Chemist could not foresee.Lesing
his "green" memories, old Philip refuses to, or cannot, recognize dying George as his own son

(̀̀Tbe boy talking to me of my son! Why, what has he done to give me any pleasure, I should like

toknow?''̀̀He's not my son･''‑ p･440), and the warm atmosphere of the Williams family is

totally blighted. Everybody's personality, except that of Milly, becomes degraded, so that Milly
cries out, "William's father has turned childish in a moment. William himself is changed. I ･ I
cannot understand him; he is not like himself."(442) Likewise, the children of the Tetterbies

begin fighting with each other, "withno visible remains of their late soft‑heartedness."(452)
The change in thesepeople can be explained by the associationist idea that uExperience is
the registration of feeling"33, that is, One can only feel emotions that are associated with some
experiences, Or memories･ John Addington Symonds descdbes what happens to a person who
has lost his or her memory; 〟And as f♭r those beloved beings he takes no more note of them than

as they swell that strange fantastic pageant which floats before his bewildered fancy･'" Even

though they might be painful to recollect, all memories are what composepersonality, and what
enable one to feel.

The figure of Redlaw, feeling guilty about the damage he has caused to people's minds and
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shrinking "like a murderer,"(437) may be reconsidered in the light of the grief of Dr.

Frankenstein･ Frankenstein also studies chemistry, for "Chemistry isthat branch of natural
philosophy in which the greatest improvements have been and may be maden35 and has an

ambition to become a god‑like creator of life･ He imaglneS "A new species would bless me as its
creator and source; many happy and excellent natures would owe their being to me. No father
could claim the gratitude of his child so completely as I should deserve theirs･乃36 Finally,

however, the Hmiserable monstern that has come out of the ucreationn37 is a solitary creature

without any memories ("But where were my friends and relations? No father had watched my

infant days, no mother had blessed withsmiles with caresses; or if they had, all my past life was
now a blot, blind vacancy in which I distinguished nothing," it says38). The monster escapes out
of his creator's control and takes revenge on Frankenstein for abandoning it by murdering people
he loved･ Frankenstein laments: "I considered the being whom I had cast among mankind, and

endowed withthe will and power to effect purposes of horror, such asthe deed which he had
now done, nearly in the light of my own vampire, my OWn spirit let loose from the grave, and
forced to destroyall that was near to me･ 〃39

Inthe first half of the Victorian Period, phrenology,the science aiming tO identifythe
function of each part of the brain, was still dominant. In 1842, six years before "The Haunted
Man", the letters written by John Ellitson were published, and in them, he wrote about mesmeric
experiments, in which he said he had succeeded in arousing different emotions by stimulating
corresponding parts of the hand of the subject/o And in the late nineteenth century, machines to

stimulate the nervous system "throughthe application of controlled electric shocks" were

developed:'Like Frankenstein, "The Haunted Man" Conveys a warning about our arrogant

attempts to manlPulate life scientifically, which might lead to some unforeseeable result, getting
out of human control･ HThe Chemistn is not only uthe evil enchanter of fairy lore,n42 but he is

every one of us who is living ln a science‑privileging society.And he was not really "the
misanthropic witchlike sorcerer" as Stone says, for he heartily wished to be the conveyor of
happiness to mankind, but his wish was betrayed by the mystery of nature, which went beyond

his calculation, beyond his "wisdom."(396) Dickens may have wanted to send a messagethat we

should be modest enoughto admit that there are domains still not covered by science (and also
utilitarianism and Malthusianism, which were motifs in "A Christmas Carol").
There is one creature who remains unaffected by the Chemist's power glVen bythe
Phantom, and who is called "baby‑monster."(429) This is a monster socially, not scientifically,
constructed: having experienced no human relationship, he has no memory, positive or negative,

to be lost･ The Phantom explains to Redlaw;

<This,'said the Phantom, pointing to the boy, 'isthe last, Completest illustration of a human
creature, utterly bereftof such remembrances as you have yielded up. No softening memory

of sorrow, wrong, or trouble enters here, because this wretched mortal from his birth has
been abandoned to a worse condition than the beasts, and has, within his knowledge, no one

contrast, no humanlSlng touch, to make a grain of such a memory sprlng tip in his barren

wildemess.All within the man bereft of what you have reslgned, is the same barren
wildemess. '(447‑ 8)

This monster is called a 〃savage thingM produced in a civilized society, ln Which human contact
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is becomlng less･ This child mightalSo remind the reader of uLittle Father Timen in Hardy's Jude
the Obscure, who, having been brought up without knowlng love･ can never ukindle and laugh

like other boys･"43 Jude comments on his suicide; "The doctor saysthere are such boys sprlnging
up amongst us ‑ boys of a sort unknown inthe last generation ‑ the outcome of new views of
life…He says it is the beginnlng Ofthe universal wish not to live･〃朋】

The emphasis on the importance of imagination attained througheducation is to be
contrived to educational theories of the early twentieth century (Margaret Macmillan says,
"Education then, and even human progress itself, is largely if not mainly a development and

discipline of the Imagination."45) Dickens himself is known to have valued in children's literature

"its ability to nurture the imagination･" "Without imagination (or 'fancy,'as Dickens often called
it) human beings could not be truly human."46 He must have meantthe Christmas Books to be the
media by which the reader, possibly a child, nurtured the imagination･ stored his or her memory,
to get a deep Insight into nature yet unattainable by science･

Conclusion
‑i1 ‑1 ㌧‑ ‑ し■ ■ = ■･. 一 ー TIl

AsI have examined in this essay, Dickens obsessively traced the same plot pattern in these
Christmas stories, in which the central characters are led to recognlZe the significance of their

memories of the past, which enablepeople to imaglne and feel. Writing these stories may have
been a process of his ammlng the positive value of his own memories, which, however painful
they might have been, Were undeniably components of himself, and a source of creation, from
which these stories derived.

Atthe very end of "The Haunted Man", he makes all the characters utter the words "Lord!

Keep my Memory Green!"(472) This might be interpreted as Dickens's own detemination not to

forget, not to escape from himself, which curiously coincides withthe attitudes of Victori‑an
Fiction, which requlreS the reader to "feel responsible for sustaining memory" and "put on our
guard against natural fbrgetting･叩47 The insights on human nature in these 〃Christmas Books乃

Were the very products of contemporary literature, as well of the contemporary science, which
were in a close relationship with one another, and mutually constructing one another･
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